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Man and music have always shared a very unique and unbreakable match. They both evolved
together. They also got refined with the passage of time. In the beginning, the early man used music
for communication and now we use music to express our feelings and emotions. Music is now
transformed into an art form. The effect of music on our senses is very soothing and relaxing. There
are various styles of music that were evolved over past so many centuries. Jazz, Indian Classical
music, Rock music are the names of just a few styles of music. Music is meant for each one of us.
One can always relax listening to melodious songs.

Kolkata has been an eminent centre of art and music in India. People from far and wide come to this
â€˜city of joyâ€™ in search of finding the best Hindustani Classical Singer in West Bengal. Many great
singers of Indian classical music are born and settled in the city. These renowned classical singers
give training and guidance to the budding artists in the city. People of Kolkata have always loved to
acquire and appreciate the skills of good music. Apart from Rabindra Sangeet, Indian classical
singing is also very popular amongst the residents of the city. The love of the cityâ€™s people for music
is greatly evident as, one out of every three girls in the city knows singing.

The city also offers a lot of variations in the styles of classical singing. India is a vast country. Each
state of India has its own style of music and dance. People who regard Indian classical music as the
ultimate form of music are extremely proud of this rich cultural heritage of India. The reputed Indian
Classical singers have great regard for the Banaras gharana. They all consider it as the temple of
Indian classical music. Kolkata has some world renowned Indian classical singers who are imparting
their knowledge of music to the young and aspiring learners of Indian Classical music. These
budding talents are being greatly benefitted by the experience of these music maestros.

The budding thumri Singer in Kolkata can refine their skills by the constant guidance and
supervision provided by the reputed and veteran classical singers. Learning classical music is not
easy and it demands lot of dedication and sincerity. It is a sheer myth that one has to be blessed
with an incredible voice. The truth is that with passion, sincerity and right kind of guidance one can
become a popular classical vocal singer. The city fortunately houses the world renowned music
maestros who provide able guidance, suggestions and tips to help the budding artist polish their
skills of Indian classical music.

In order to become a reputed Hindustani classical singer in West Bengal, one has to practice
sincerely and patiently. The aspiring thumri singer in Kolkata should have confidence and proper
knowledge of music. Confidence and sound knowledge are two the most important factors behind
the success of any vocalist. Let the world listen to the melody in your voice!
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Gharana. Thereafter she received music lessons from Late Ustad Amir Khan's disciple &
accompanist Pandit Kamal Banerjee. She has perfect knowledge on adhunik thumri song and
become a good Thumri Singer in West Bengal. For more info you may visit
http://www.singersanchaita.com/
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